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100. 
Is this an end to torment? To the Great Cause? To Progress? To Civilisation? To Life 

As We Know It? To the gods of Chichen Itza? To the Pleasure Principle? To 
Knowledge? To your local Synthetic Chicken Franchise? To the Saturday Night 
Game? To the future of Martian exploration? To Xanadu? To race-, wage- & 
gender- slavery? To free optional extras? To certainty? To ideology? To 
evolution? To eat-all-you-can lunchtime specials? To literacy, the novel, the 
book, poetry? To poverty? To property? To patriarchy? To posterity? To 
perpetuity? To peeled pre-washed potatoes in plastic vacuum packs? Is this 
finally 

the end of the party? Of the road? Of the line? Of “us”? Of innocence? Of your 
favourite TV show? Of the Big Dream? Of the Revolution? Of days in the sun? 
Of your season pass? Of beachfront Caribbean tax havens? Of the shelf-life’s 
shelf-life? Of the Autumn Sale? Is it just the end of the Beginning or really the 
beginning of the End? Of the Free World? Of America? Of Mickey Mouse? Of 
boredom? Of our sentimental academic “sense of 

ending”? The categorical End to end all “ends”? The end, at last, of The End? The 
closing act with the forty-foot flag & chamber orchestra & the monument 
praising the bigots & the monument spouting its own virtues & the monument 
tipping its hat & the monument firing blanks at the sunset & the monument 
whipping up a frenzy of landfall & the monument telescoping botany & the 
monument collecting data & the male monument calling the Nereids to its side, 
eye on the bikini machine & usurping Dr Goldfoot & Vinny Price 

topping out the scales busting her lungs? The  
last beam in the last eye? The grand 
finale falling flat? The monumental pillars fall by wayside & build up pressure in the 

earth's tissue  –  an undercurrented 
opening ceremony of No Future? The persecution attics of Aquinas parthenogenesis 
rounding off the Noah zoologies of the  
hecto-ring masses’ mass hysteria? The Ultimate Cash Register rounding down the 

sum of all zeroes to 
the square of ten? The show's takings lambaste the irreverent tilt of the hat in the 

midlife streets of 
'10n for which n is prime' for a prime hecatomb of nonentities? We is accountable, 

we is, we is hammer & tong, we is mortar & pestle, we is aggregate & cement 
mixer quitting 

24 hours of Nothing More, just to let the message to sink in? Repast & plaster cast, 
jewellery & scarabs bring glass cased visions: 

Le Corbusier of the all-mod-cons hypermodern elevated self-sustainable 
microcosm of Nothing? The  
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last train from the pyramid scheme of GOD Incorporated to Spaceship Earth 
crashlanding on the lone & level museumed sands of THE END? The end. The. 
End.  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99. 
Maxwell Smart, out of control, takes the fifth and as a fifth columnist seeks refuge 

in 
Alienism which he hasn't had time to investigate by the short an curlies, though a 
will to succeed in the self-abasement stakes, has him willing to tackle the post-

lapsarian 
strangle-hold the floaters have on the rising tides, but Mad Max (versions 1-3) 

doubts 
you really want to cast the bronze, break the plaster cast, set the foundations deep 
in your seabed imagination, an endless gas field and a hungry atmosphere and... 

and... 
sleep – O frabjous day! Callooh Callay!  –  just as the prime mover ploughs into 
Love, like it's a proper noun pillar of the commune needed to be brought down like 
Venezuela. Who says the CIA have lost their enthusiasm to look out to make it their 

inward? 
Does this redoubt this architrave this gallery of 'recovering groupies'  –  those 

Cynthia Plaster Caster 
mean sons of bitches all bristling and direct current positronic prime directive 

inanimate terraformers  –  indicate 
it’s over for shouting and over for whispers in the stalls, a monumental failure of 

monumentalists, a monument to 
Charlie Brown? Or the Red Baron coming out of the sun on his doghouse? Such 

mansions in the sky. Such visions! 
Très Mansonesque! And of course the tarantula of nouveau exploitation that's as flat 

as celluloid will embrace this deathtrain.  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98. 
Particularly the Robert Frosts among them, languaging the shite out of the 

situation: how 
resplendent in their predicament on the Forum steps, another funeral buried in 

stolen 
artefacts, & who believes in honour among poets? Christ tweeting gibberish at 3a.m. 
again, unable to move-on from being the last illiterate son-of-a-gun not to pen a 

memoir. There, 
where you martyred your mum for a quick buck, look! Always someone gets to pay 

in the land of 
plenty. (If it pulls ratings it can’t be bad for biz, son.) These naturalised aliens are 
tough'n'ready for anything, just try ’em. They do the Jésus-Bernstein 

Pataquouèrique out of 
pure pleasure, the Rimbaud Watusi, the Gene Genie, the Havel Handshake, making a 
syndrome out of the participe passé – a popular form not unlike the female nude 
roughed up in 1950s Americana. The last man standing waxed his vital signs around 

the  
edges, in a gesture to the Commissioner of Thought Police. “Inevitable” was a kilo of 

Exploding 
Plastic right there on the flight deck. “Get this sucker airborne!” he screamed. Nix 

that. 
Master Blaster says: A. Amused, B. Unamused, C. Valent, D. Ambivalent? In his ivory 
cage, the ceremonial careerist contrived an apposite epitaph for the species 

alphabetically. 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97. 
It’s 1984 and the cat's on the straw and the ballot box is nailed to the barn door... 
in those days we wanted more and more and then more and more and then more, 

especially in 
London where the Thames fog dampened our senses and the clubs promised 

advances in chemistry. 
I stayed in a room with a basin to piss in and a church-like slit of a window that 

opened on to St Paul's in it glorification; 
meanwhile, down at the British Museum, the lions stirred in the basement and the 

marbles strode across the timeline, 
a faulty skylight jiggering their sense of confinement, blinding them to the 

commercial ops of deeper bonding with the US 
amphetamine trade, the bright spark moments Ace High, the Spitfire having it over 

them all, chums, and the Yanks on the edge of their cities, their 
tiny dogs yapping at their heels saying what's all this isolation about, what's this 

policy of no returns, there's money to be made. Remember that 
cold water down yr neck, the piss welling in your boots, the subs in the Soho theatre 

with knifemen at the doors, splitting your difference/s  –  
toilet trade exposé, grubby raincoats, whatever you want to call it, we've all delved 

into the basement and been left holding the rubber ducky, 
the grey lines under its eyes sad with repetition, the sheer predictability of it, the 

ambition to step up into the fancy man's shoes, O 
sub-Genet, O license to seduce the most sceptical sex worker into thinking you drip 

experience with every utterance, that your pluralistic 
teenage fantasies are the foundations of a great production, a school of architecture 

that will see each and every monument fall down flat on its face, 
sick to death with its own inhibitions, ready to be brought back to life as an identity 

to be reckoned with, bulging in all the right and wrong places.  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96. 
Boom boom baby, boom boom, boom baby boom, baby baby, boob boom. 
Biggles fiddled his stick, flapping his foils, the line ran all around the cubicle, 
his buddy hanging out of the cistern shot straight into a hydrocele cyst & 
scored a whopper. Boy Blue did his Charles Bukakke routine, what a 
pisstake: his cellblock mama made Matsomuto balls in soup. I got this  
rambling down the Ramblas kinda feelin’ the kid said, chills rising up from the 
crypt, well now there’s a tale to be told. Did you get the feeling you were 
rebuilding it from newly rediscovered oxymorons? Boss shotgunned the TV 
passing the buck, didn’t give a proverbial: who believed what they said on 
Gilligan's Island anyway? The kid wanted some badass action. Called the 
skipper a gipper with a phocomelous flipper. Boom boom boom baby boom! 
Ginger fucked Fred in the head. He pissed solid gold for a week. Oh Midas! 
The Professor of Lithotomy diagnosed a cheap jewellery-fencing operation 
and and and (but that’s as far as he got with the stethoscope stuck in his brain). 
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95. 
Countdown train flume to flow a track digression 
along the lines of signal fires in the mouldy repêchage to convolute the hind-leg 
of a dog having a whale of a time watching the three-ring flee circus on 
Alexanderplatz illuminated with snow and consequence of the 
sophisticate booting his way across the crossroads spewing after 
10,000 days in orbit, spewing at the letdown, the chained wheels 
doing the grip grip and even with all that metal slipping as the fat 
locomotive bears down in yet another form of abuse, ring through the 
futz and a tattoo politics, a denial of feminism and politics in general because, hey, 

that's the ugly past and 
walk-in wardrobes know no censorship and the politicking poets are just, hey, hungry 

for when their 
cache comes in and ladles it up, sister, the cool of middle class gangery in a 

classless (ha!) society, all 
shapes & sizes digging in for a bit of the exploitational pie, nevermind the loggers 
buttressed in their cabins, the wood the cut a fucking play of forms like there's no 
ab nihil, no rousing the trunks to display immodesties and dressy pulchritude. 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94. 
Luscious as Moonraker autographed gangbang pics – unregulated body-slime in 

zero-g 
canoodle, call the police! The talking asshole had the tapes to prove it. Pruning the 
rambunctious root systems of the Deep State: Linda Lovelace skewers the 

President’s 
pituitary on a swizzlestick – his prosthetic tongue in her kitsch. Hoisting the greasy 

pole 
to scope the planet’s prospects: their dreams varied between a North Korean gulag 

& giant 
red spot like a storm in the cosmic teacup. Testfire at midnight! Climbing 
under the ice till the next extinction event wake-up call, Saturn that time of year, 

outrigging 
the twelfth moon for an early departure date. Apostles to Alpha Centauri! How big is 

your 
HAL? Dark matter swarms on all sides, ramping up the gravitron drive: they 
bust a move (again) to get there before the bad news does, still measuring success 

with a ruler & 
tremulous before unmirrored space. The g-forces reduced everything to DNA soup: 
lime and mortar enough to build a monument to the species in a Proxima outhouse, 
rock-steady as any materialist dialectic has a right to be. “Come here often?” she 

said. He’d been  
left standing there by the Palmer Eldridge brigade, holding the baby, not knowing 

what else to do. 
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93. 
Agonism contraindication relay race to brand the dining club initiation 
terminal as a packed lunch on a girder hanging out over a New York canyon – 

Stockholm Syndrome aka 
kidnap fantasy in the penthouse on Madison, or the dirigibles over-parading their 

genitalia which 
pretends to be loveable as a Christmas hamper, and believe you me they have 

Christmas in July here, though wary of 
tongue cancer from the cheroots smoked naked for Instagram generational 

acclimatisation, acclaiming that 
New York vault predisposed to mazes and the code laid in, safe-cracking, a jiggling 

coincidence to 
detonate Macy’s love-chests, it’s glorious white DNA missives, its away in the 

manger 
slow groove in which no saviour gets a say, or a feed once the soup kitchen serving 

moment is passed, and yes, 
Zedd’s dead, and yes, the Gimp loses out however you look at it, and fuck you is 

permission to make a 
rape joke and win an Academy, and we all know what that says about statues and/or 

monuments in the 
paisley litmus-light of the Hudson, the King of Prague not quite loving the 

communists but writing with 
relish after being kicked off the hayride, and no visas are in the offing for we 

reprobates of peace protest, an anti-nuke 
St Mark’s Place drug bust recidivist lost in the annals, lost in the pages, lost in the 

hacks – 
Village Vanguard, O hear me straight, I am up for it, anything atv all, from pillar to 

post. 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92.  
Plume riding into one Steinbeck sunset after another, 
pissed on Dog wine. Take 3. The hostage played a 
fussy eater in starvation regime agitprop: cures obesity, peritonitis. Does it 
rise to the command of a secret nation? It does! Zoom in for the 
big bash-in-her-backdoor scene: bloodthirsty Mecs vaulting God’s own wall, 
encryption would’ve caught them sooner. If you can’t fuck it, drop a bomb on it: 
diligence just before the finishing line scores a 10 every time. Wanna 
race to the moon? Plume stared at his finger, who knew where it’d been? Dog’s 
dome-like cranium severely tested the costume dept Stetson: his brain was 
massive, a Kissinger MkX, just what y’d need in outerspace. The LSD produced 
sitar overload. Plume lay back while Dog licked his arse, then swapped, 
correcting the impression of a hegemonic order at work: i.e. all you could  
take by the scruff of the neck & still get a discount for. “Life’s cheap” wasn’t just a 
pertinent bit of ribaldry. Try playing it backwards this time, the Director said.  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91. 
A true masterpiece of cataclysmic peristalsis takes grip of love chair encoded sex 

tapes Pammy at the embassy door 
deep space probe of love’s little trifles as we strategy game arrest scenarios and 

presidential library 
dinosaurs into lengthy creational greeting footprintings of 
Sound of Music playing cards where snowmelt suggests 
blowback will laugh loud at Corinthians and trident Atlantis sales tricks, or a ghazal 

in 
Tehran to movie or move a crestfallen Shah’s garden party shell refinery dating 
goodbye suits in 
terabyte sherbet fountains overflowing 
sick man of Europe reprise to bust a move to entrench a Gallipoli brassband 
intelligence quotient as each donkey moment is painful to the bunker buster 
red herring but torn flesh is particular in or as the pathway card-sharp catacombs 

as Nightingale would 
abolish sepsis as medallions and prosthetics prop up memorial days though we’d 

never make grist never exploit and would surely 
abolish cause and effect and tracks working rough terrain and the angle of barrel 

and the romancing of an 88 in a 33rpm world  –  should they 
abolish what we pass through the nutcracker cement mixer safety shelter all duck 

and cover and space junkies? 
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90. 
Stendhal syndrome of the non-stop melodrama subscript babble. Rooting 
last cakes amok with the sherry bottle. Oxbridge dons 
groaning about the Free World gone to the dogs, their corporate fundraiser 

scratch’n’sniff. 
Democratic National Committee is a front, who cares? Rome fell. 
Wikileaks was 500 years ago. Another strongman sucked into FrankNFurter’s 

timeslip. Gusset 
trolls fingering their legislative index. Don’t like government? Get a real job! Biff 

was 
extremely troubled, Beebo knew what heavy petting was, but wasn’t saying, her 
platform boots had the blood of innocents all up the heels. Discuss. The statue of 
liberty has been confined to standing there a helluva long while: that’s an A-rating 
double-plus just for being a good girl. Daddy-mummy put the  
random behavioural pattern into the mainframe to see if it was an abort code. Why 
rest the case, when you can case-out a bombing target? Weather across the 
border is still weather. They wanna build a wall? Help ‘em make it twice as high – 

that’s 
democracy for you, everyone pullin’ together. 
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89. 
Attenuate first form bastardry in the flex-house of health predicament trawling 
Europa to make database residues grow Manhattan ablutions, wash through 
smacked-out studio guests and take a lapdance Howard Stern cherrypick moral- 
market placements in a chance to poke the eye out of Lost in Space woo-woo 
force-field as tumbleweeds come in with aggro sensations towards Jupiter Two’s 
putain de bordel de merde, which is what we’re tax-regiming in bikini moments and 
death squads raked up to fat-shame the hairgrowth niblick basher, klan fatherdom 

via 
Vladivostok hackers, actually take notice readers, of corrupted script, of failure to 

debug 
psychotronic reruns or direct streaming fiddling as Rome burns rambunctionsness 

or 
buy ticket will sail Guccifer 2.0 
up the river sold out as 
Nessuno incontinence, the embassy walls with ears leaking 
ICA / CIA but Assange rising to the call of the far right, unbelievably republican gimp 

to run matrix family 
superluminal vengeance on doubters of deification though true, all information out 

there, harnessed, rerouted, strategic. 
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88. 
Pluck the hard bargain with both hands, freewheeling in  
positively fabulous $-Diva afterglow: polymer resin for 
rest and ease, taking the Bob Frost special. Love now 
lest you pay later! Yesterday’s potluck is today’s paradise 
burgeoning with mutual delight & heartrending visa 
documentation from the basement of the hard-drive drive-in: 
tempting, for slut-shamed klanheads desperate to 
rise up out of their Y-fronts? “Pogrom-Percy pines to 
promulgate peenie-pile prognostic Pentagon-wise.” Reverse 
reflex action Chuck Norris special. Her magnum in his 
Second Amendment. The apparently natural & spontaneous 
rights of the underdog to be starved tortured raped? Hello 
the Great Pacific Garbage Patch! We knee-bend, scrub the 
dirty corridors of Vested Interest! Transsatanic Abortion Bucket! 
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87. 
Cop this measure of guilt, cop 
it square, cop it as ripe as the wall of hate, cop it as anathema! 
Jesus was a thorn in the side of Trump Tower before and after, a 
shoe-in for the redneck agenda (Green Day), and plantocratic wish-lists. 
Earth-bound is the tobacco harvest but the market is looking up: 
they wandered in search of a toke, sucking in whole villages, 
far beneath the penthouses, far beneath the jets hitting Mach 3, 
salutary as family at the levers, salutary as grabbing pussy, 
spermicides on the greens teeing off with glee, to 
bestow grace on monopoly sets, say 
hello to Crimea’s love doll bonanza: 
we come in, arms open, and offer to purchase 
peace which is amazing as Dave of Megadeath is truly rightwing. But it’s all 
Delightful! It’s all a locker-room heist, a testosterone injecting room. 
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86. 
Hard work has black eyes belt strap smooth (like) a 
misogynist’s hands fuck me you filthy fucking pig 
plentiful I sponsor torture & family restaurants in my sleep 
rate me on Goodsucks five stars I own yr IP address 
rise & shine it’s a new trading day Good Morning Hong Kong! 
regular or over-easy? She smiles at the camera. Dumb b_ _ _ _ 
exclusive front page investigation crime scene gash ratings porn 
retrospective lost innocence pay the premium big turn-on (like) 
Christmas tree lights. Ooh! Ahh! Body-part package holiday :-) 
but are you sure? God loves you. Not to think & act 
pessimistically is good press, but the worst ain’t happened yet. 
speaking metaphorically, that is very white of you. 
fall down the stairs if you don’t agree. xoxox 
anodyne placemats at the table, where Love always has a seat. 
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85. 
The not-so-hidden hetros wanted a bargain basement life that look tycoonish on the 

outside, while the brazen 
hand of the binary law-makers was forced into their own erogenous zones. But then 

the guardian of this 
system of the up and up made it clear that gender and sexuality are not one and the 

same thing. 
One hole or two? asked the guild president, ensuring the right thing was done at the 

right time after a glass of 
brown demerara was chugged in the opportunity photoshop while prowling the 

grounds for behaviour failures who were suddenly 
all over her voting slips, with her phoning through a judgements, ‘I know compliance 

failure when I see it, let’s out 
Australia Felix and have done with Rob Zombie!’ And thus it was, the sexist pigs 

relishing the attention, full of mockery, ready to 
camp it up for the Instagram accountants. Beauty is more than face value! was 

graffitied on the disabled toilet walls, and blatant 
juice concentrate was sprayed over the quality control surveillance sheets of 

nervous academic staff. ‘Boohoo, you 
offshore fuck pads!’ was scribbled on one paper, with a healthy amount of righteous 

plagiarism thrown into the mix, no doubt 
digging for shockvalue compliments, or peer approvals like THE NEW CONFORMITY 

indifferent to forest collapse but keen on 
dollars for personal grooming which is a fundamental right and a liberation and a 

libertarian line of credit to offset the 
how green is your privacy gambit which seems to be zapping Pokemons where the 

ecosystem is most fragile. And you say, 
nimby? Well, seriously, would you like them finding themselves in your bbq pit? 

Speak for me please, I am a pile of shit. 
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84. 
Rimbaud did Patti Smith in 5 seconds flat, it was all on TV. Wave-particle 
lock & load – hers was a breach birth, she’d’ve preferred an automatic; 
ribald fruit strips down the inside lane; filling sex-change forms, the queen 
busy-bee was too sick to cop; one shot was all it’d take, like a fag-hag in a 
buddy movie shooting up the All-American jocks with clorox: “White Lives 
rise up and take a good look at what you’re left with.” He taught his asshole to 
burp so it’d fit in better down at the Pabst Blue Ribbon: “Any real man, 
roughly put, wld only go so far to BOX HIS OWN CORNER.” They rented a 
plot upriver so they could shit on their neighbours’ breakfast: no reason to take 
less when everyone else could be giving more. We built this nation on 
rhyme & metre no-one can sing – what I call goddamn exclusive. This savings 
scheme, on the other hand, was tailor made with you in mind. Everything went 
kaput the minute they turned their backs on it, so they kinda just sidled up 
to the very edge of the Flat Earth Purchase & stayed that way without blinking. 
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83. 
To be fair the crew only react to the muppets on the boardwalk, to where the real 

money comes out of 
Memphis in boutique footwear, less crazily rigged than that gunmetal gleam of vinyl 

hood ornament, 
a submersible Cadillac that will stimulate 
Holly Woodlawn into prayer, into manicuring lawns with Tama Janowitz, collecting 

Tama’s doggys’ poos via 
UPS and getting them all the way to the May Queen and the May King and a ukulele 
USB that holds no data but packs a wallop on the vampire sets of the 
UFO city – is that Prague we see in the background? All coffin town for 
surreptitious Desdemonas, or period peaces erupting into Mitchisms, rightwing 

drummer of the Velvet underground? In this era of 
clitpierced hoodwinks, of love dolls as art, of Trey Parker attempting to bust the 

whole Mormon porno thing wide open with his 
buy-back orgasmo sadness, we/they all deathwish vote for the unoccupied Wall 

Street even though we don’t wanna play, and our little attempts at 
poetry was a tense change in the nowness of the Manhattan vampire set, the clash 

of 
aardvark rivalry, which put simply, is 
an incendiary 
solipsism, forgetting the fallen, ignoring the falling. 
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82. 
Rising like a humid syllabus, mirror-damp in Dept of Ontic Security tshirt 
confabulation, s/he doing strap-on vocab chic, form-fillers, declaration gape, 
accrual of debt by surrogate motherless penile detachment trumping the 
basement bargain bins, 80s-stale, doin’ the Rite Aid thing, Harlem riverfront 
stripped down to shingles beaches, “life sux 4 free sistaz,” check out the 
red carpet burns on Oscar, Tony, the whole Fanny Pack, shakin’ the dream factory 
lustrous in twilight’s fast gleaming, strip-waxed & minute-manned, thus  
gaining the disadvantage from History’s tight little servitude monopoly, all 
pulchritude & pulp-chewed, guardians of the universe on-call 24/7 having a 
blast in that discount latex end-of-the-world fetish grope, marquee-tool-enhanced, 
sizing the canvas, the permeable screen, the Warhol bitmap in its ultimate 
frothy vacuity, suction-pumped & elongated as an election-year ratings fix, 
post-partum, post-prandial, post-personal, Ol’ Glory Hole up there on the mast, 
and left them standing in its shade like half-melted siliconised ice cream. 
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81. 
500,000 distinct entities make the ultimate swarm 
set to redefine the parameters of invasive programmes set to 
overwrite the shopping malls of ethnically encoded cantons and suburbs, set 
to an optimised rate of filtration, the cesspits and abysses all customs-checked with 

an 
ethical dimension in mind, to the front of the mind, in fact, though officers with 
eyes glazed pick among the soiled undies of the incomers, and peek 
below the plimsoll line for signs of inappropriate trimming around the 
threshold of trysts and offerings, of votive candles and piercings. But when 
she comes on and he comes on and the customs officer comes on then it 
to one type of exclusion zone the freeloaders are sure to find themselves part of: 

no amount of 
taboo-breaking will resolve the vulgar non-tax payers who stack display windows 

with 
neuroplasticity in all its guises, hooked into the Christmas lights of 
formalisms and marginalia, lascivious as narrative hijinks on the steppe, while 
fixed in the mind the rampant owners of investment properties watch through the 

unpaid windows of official mail. 
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80. 
Pushing up cactus stalks down the Rio Grande, in the shadow of The Valley, 
the dead making lame one-liners to kill time, beaners perched at the 
edge of the shadows, attentive always for Opportunity’s scraps, a clue 
to the White Man’s mysteries, the Wall Builders & Shit Kickers, with a chip  
the size of Babel weighing their sloped shoulders down. Evening gilds the  
rim of the canyon, centuries in the making. Later there’ll be a shoot-out  
or dead Indians or a steel magnate laying tracks over the sand; 
over the bones of expired film studios. They’ll plant a sign on the spot  
where his eye, like a dinosaur’s egg, turned to stone in postproduction:  
they know what the future has in store & this’s their insurance. If the walls 
fall, there’ll still be a hole to fill somewhere. From a distance far  
off the smoke-signals have been wondering ever closer, like rolling credits,  
the soundtrack getting scratchier till all we hear is night falling on the  
world and that solitary obligatory coyote silhouetted on the bluff cry out. 
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79. 
Thanatocriticism is alive and well and champing at the bit, La Grande Bouffe 
howling into codicils, resplendent with the baubles of 
intermittent passing. So say all of us. The gavel metonymic 
daisychain ricochets through the bench and the perfumed wigs taste 
numerology on the hustings, to slide neatly and nicely after 
ten gallons of piss into the safe seat of selfishness, or having made a fortune from 
vulvoplasty and liposuction, from building six packs for old blokes and mobile clinics 
in a Volvo on a bad day, a Saab on a ripe day, and a Bentley on a royal day, 

alternating or moving 
from Volgograd to Sexistgrad, from marker pens to scalpels, from smirks to smiles, 

roiling over our 
Thatcherite love dolls never giving a hint of gender, never stuffing up with 

insensitive terminologies in pub(l)ic, 
hurling finesse and bashings with gusto, playing out fantasies in context, positing on 
internment days in the ward, a big picture of be what you want as long as we profit, 
pull my daisy in the utility room, welcome the grindcore crew in to shoot afterhours. 

Who says us real blokes don’t luv 
Bobby Sands? We’re as tolerant on the court as the next profiteer, and prison 

bulges with our good works.  
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78. 
Putrid as day-old Chicken Kiev, a barrel of sour grapes, the eternal fucking 
optimist in a penis-extension malpractice suit. Well, friend, you can 
go and stick that in your personal planner. Between “suck” & a 
pressure-pack, entire rivers are known to flow. How boring you had to 
take a look for yourself. The non-existence of non-existence? It was 
possibly the least prophylactic thing he’d ever heard. The others, 
resentful at hearing nothing of the kind, poisoned his 
glee bucket: they all died in the end. Do you do the u-bend 
boogie? How to crochet a yarmulk from overcooked spaghetti, called a 
woogie in Aramaic. Split bedrock with only warm vinegar, none of that 
glossy outlay you read about in House & Gardening. God was a 
random number in a string of other random numbers to which  
access has since been denied. A theory is a vector describing an idea’s 
velocity in four dimensions. Nail your antiself to the wall with affection. 
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77. 
Nice set of plaster decks flying over the crowd  –  
but to say so? Taste is the packaging around 
a library sans the outrider of Gutenberg’s print-package 
full of moths and movable cocoons; conversely, 
you realise what little hope for flourishes 
feeding on gob stoppers the vox display. but hey, ‘it’ 
isn’t everything in the grand slam of grammar, 
the author of a self-published pamphlet claims as s/he is 
stabbed in the back by vested interests. but 
tomorrow is another festival, and  
yesterday is a downpayment of attention seeking that 
every man shld learn from cradle to evocation through favourite song number, 
to fuck himself by saying ‘this is my face’ and not meaning it, to appease 
efficiently the broadacre live and let live moniker of being. 
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76. 
Possessing $ demonology credit rating 
ebullient floods Moody Blues down the pipedream 
restive as slaughtered connotations. You see this? 
Constantinople was a turkey,  
brazen as a godhead at a nudist beach resort 
round and round she goes, riding the 
pillars of Hercules to the debutante’s ball (what comes comes again). 
Rhodes was a colossus in a thumbstall. Make mine white, 
those little finds we take to the vault, bloodless as bled veal. 
Cyclopean walls in single-point perspective. Our 
gatherings are timeless beautiful as dead flower 
arrangements. The cop earned his obituary, though 
photographs allow but flashes of brilliance. We believe in 
testing heaven’s credulity. Of course they know we don’t exist. 
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75. 
niche market grip 
is a series of filibustersself positioned as saviour 
bronze recastings granting 
‘big’ ideas more than all 
high-ranking functionaries 
these plans can configure as 
mortar, bronze, steel, in the basement 
in the form of plaster cats but in some 
instances the real thing left in packing crates 
enlarged at different scales to get finances 
kick-started when summer display season 
so reassuringly comes upon is 
showing how banners and bunting sell a show 
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74. 
and and and and and and and and and and etc. 
and and and and and and and and and and and etc. 
in a variety of non-varieties choosing the real deal 
or the potential the impenitent the unpunishable 
Byzantium Canberra London Washington 
conquistador manoeuvre Trojan Brutus at your back 
ballast floaties & enough rope to get the job done 
and (…) 
and (?) 
positive outlook is unity is forward posturing is pap 
that pretender tender as election night deselection night 
inflection night defection night deflection night infection night 
cantankerous cuntunkerous contonkerous centenkerous cintinkerous 
flossing his bootstraps to pull himself off by with his prize dentures 
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73. 
from matters of delay a bonanza of ten gallon hates sets off tripwires 
involving display-case mildew as if it’s a song and dance under 
the tapestry of old families their crests modes of stimulation when all 
of a sudden bastions of boards and minutes lost in a skip bespeak 
obsequiousness while the Assyrian lions are assigned to the basement 
from which loveletters flow in Dennis Hopper’s art bunker and a clone has 
to admit s/he’s a groupie without wit or looks or a healthy bank account and 
an even more visible fleck in the right eye akin to a medieval manuscript 
preface or Shakespeare’s second bed which /she romped in each equinox in the 
parlance of tourism and star ratings let loose on the bedsheet ripples where 
acetylene passion burnt fourteen lines of bondage and a silvery 
moons barbed plural blowout plugged to stew a lute and 
an umbrella and forge a better draft of printer’s aphasia 
psychic Enceladus to deliver up unto us watery fruits. 
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72. 
Foxy lad moving tail he spread the grass makes them 
reply both of us here smacking their tongues 
poseur beneath a black mulga tree another  
concertino moon elbowing their way on pointed 
mag wheels red granite climbing the white ridge 
valve on valve they stumble in kangaroo grass 
spoiler down the burning river bends its back to be blown 
itro sunset cresting elegiac wreckage 
rash to have its neck at the accumulated fixed point or 
percolating an eccentric shaft to recycle a sort of petrichoid 
within where I spent much time scouring Marx & Dada & 
Fort Knox the energy generated by lyrical frigging 
tap tap tap at great intervals a further thread seen to draw 
archaic winters if one looks closely besides showing how. 
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71. 
Comply tenterhooks, take fall, petroleum dressage 
adv. to slamdance an old tune, tempestuous 
Int’l Dep rubbings, bring out musculature, your aching 
things or blatant revelation of appendages, who gives 
a consideration to such ribald braggings, language 
a re or a per, a pun on coinage, such is advertising, so are 
these numbers plangent and bold and lit-up like nerve endings, 
do or do not take this as gospel, underwrite your technical drawings, 
excavate or cash advance a bold as brass 
heads on poles an insert or add-on, a gorging 
dog-wag of a flashing, a big fella locker room display, in its wake; and so, 
cuts all up its montage pasties on lush 
exit polls, to cease all funding and Panama 
50% of the impoverished in glam bars. 
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70. 
Frugal. Degene 
racy makes an austere bedfellow. No-one eats 
patter-cake in this town. S/he 
took it out of him/her suddenly & w/out warning. We 
run riot. We riot. We run. The 
blast you didn’t expect on arrival. Don’t 
break free of anything. Believe 
in me. A fake is a fake is a fake. Kill 
temptation and violate its wives & daughters. A 
crux is as a crutch does. All 
rosy in Hell today. 40 degrees & 
shoddy as a sockpuppet. Their 
denial was treated as such. Everything 
abreast is relative. Every breast is a relative. Etc. 
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69. 
Head to tail though you surely expected head to head but then 
tail comes into upend suspicions, a raunchy ride down the slide at 
Mr Chow’s club on High Street in Fremantle where the dazzler tore a 
microphone from its socket and got paid off in g-strings, filling his pocket, 
a one-eyed trouser snake David Lynch rip-off to snail over the pie-eyed 
dwarf star and dwarf fan palm supporting the heavy arm of the bouncer fetishist 
in mandatory suspenders grinning brutal into the street where your teeth break 

free of mouth- 
detention, a flash of inspiration like a stoner evening visualising the script of Freaks 

while 
island-hopping around the atoll, oh glorious architecture for neon fish who have 
slipped a deep sea anxiety, who have found shelter for outlaw motorcycle gangs and 

their 
Mickey Finn chat-up lines, the club house bunker where buckets of piss 
go down a treat (you expected that as well). But note, note that all of us who have 

passed the time 
swinging with tattooed eyes and forked-tongues know a design is as good as 
Amen to that, a palliative commensurate moment, a pause to catch your breath, 

your spit. 
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68. 
Boob-tube beats TV hands-down, you stretch out on a  
rack and ruin it, wracking yr ruination out the ringhole of yr brain- 
wrack, like a wreckingball on heat, floating in a Miley Cyrus-sized 
winkle, handpicked, abject as a neckjob in a meat locker, 
bummer for yr personal stiff, get a refund on the return ride, a 
rose to the occasion or a carnation to rosicrucify? Yr best man 
bested by a lugubrious venus flytrap complex, dosing the 
pleasantries and polling the prole-dancers, ballotbox jive 
rivals asset striptease for yr viewing pleasure only, a lonely 
rock-steady crudo-munching narcissist with a pulmonary embolism: 
crash economy, Gash Galorias & Tricky Dicks up the Truman Capote!  
Abject horror! Oh puh-leez permit me! Pinkies running Pellmell under 
arches, cloisters, catacombs, playing drop-the-decretalis or 
tunnels-and-tabernacles, all the old hairy hushabye faves. 
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67. 
Review of ephor status led the rough and tumble to get a foot into the 
mansized boots of the BIG fellas, the sword and sandal akubra or stetson-wearing 
empty-headed tool players, the dripping dialogue editors ripping off with 
slave-mine fantasies, to rusty chain the hanging forelocks, to strike the 
rising flintlocks, to mass the armies of the steppes and combust a 
damp squib that will wipeout humanity as soon as push the 
up/down button of the lift simultaneously. The new ephor showed his 
duco prolix spread of dancefloor, swinging his euphoria out to dazzle, 
biting his lip and hers, too, a bungy jump of glitter and platforms  –  
gristle of the dance revolution, of latex tights and spandex mouthdams. On 
consecutive nights the ruling elite celebrated the rise  –  the smart cars, the 
bedposts as pole dancing chromium brilliantine brilliance overlaid and 
juiced to genuflect to potters and net-makers, to rise above 
insectocutor of the swarm piss-up to slaughter and make light. 
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66. 
Pantocracy was throwback: seasoned noodleology for mind cholesterol. He do the  
refuse, big time. Butch Castro & the Sunset Kid. Ruby Tuesday playing the slots & 
taking every which witch that doth desire her: oh it’s a blast! We’re all 
postprandial slingshot artists round here, rock salt, Pepto-Bismol,  
rousing up the Daisy Chain Brigade – every lovely’s a Horrorcost denier put on a 
pedestal for a premium camera angle (!). Higgsing those kinky bondage scenarios: 
ripper in a neutron see-thru (hehe, well fuck a duck, quark quark quark!),  
restroom-chic, dig that neo-geo brocade & jizz-spritzed lava lamp – 
working the dollar into dark corners, you oh so want to Bolivia! Bored 
pandering to his inner White Whale: he do the Queequeg, suit-whore harpoon – 
tempers tempering in shellgame slicedown (moyles ain’t moyles, Sal), 
risible drillbits up the adjectival. The object? To disprove regress. Entropy’s just a 
roundabout way of being roundabout. She called him a celestial rimjob artiste, 
tempting as it might sound, but the Kidz-Died-Young pegged it for a drag. 
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65. 
Therein lies the horror of it as we try flippant avoidance or engagement neutralising 

the 
secret in high hopes of avoidance or engagement making plans out the wreckage, 

retroussé 
God was a sex confrontation that drove them to annihilation drove them to cult 

status trashing 
agnostic tendencies in listeners and watchers and donors to television causes, never 

accepting 
old news and no news and as committed to longevity and good health as the grim 

faced 
crowbarring of difference of complexity in border discussions are belief coexistence 

when 
death metal isn’t death metal but parody with tongue-twisters and a live and let live 
skirts up and pants down egalitarianism, in for a penny and in for a pound, no war-

mongering 
over Paris no holy dollar arousal of the harbour lady to splash fireworks and fury, to 
whip it good, bash them into ship-shape, to rouse anti-war songs to do service t the 

state  –  
Goebbels is Goebbels and the cause shapeshifts to empower the elite so paradise is 
the headless honcho swinging an axe is the exocet finding its mark is the blunt 

pencil 
oiling its well as in the end the testosterone is way up on the market and all’s well 
that ends and ends and ends and there’s no greeting card small enough to take big 

words. 
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64. 
Rambunctious heathens give Rambo hell! China Blue teaching the Rev how to 
placate multitudes, “It’s a gas.” Well who’s gonna build that wall? Paying 
randy blatant bloodsuckers to put on a shirt-&-tie for Joe Public, polish the 
sanded table rose with the ol’ prosthetic brain (we recommend the MkII 

“Lewinsky”):  
pertinent only to impenitent silent majorettes. Oh, look! Another white worm, 
beastly rich, flapping its jaw whenever the special effects guy presses the button; 
grubbing for dimes when he isn’t propping up the “Presidential Material,” a real 
minimalist of a man & proud of it. These, my son, are the unique true 
living lines of our Holy Gospel write large, larger than large: as large as 
a nice mortar starbursting up the adjectival inside channel in anamorphic 3D, 
slick as the Gipper with a sixshooter & lifetime KY subscription. Do you do the 
positronic? Take it dogma-style? Jumping in fists-first, bombs for 
balls, Lars and the Real Girl laid flat on the first take – hell, that’s what I call  
positive positioning! Died with a smile the size of a quiche spread all over his face. 
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63. 
Alpine holiday is a river collusion, too many Liffeys and too many doggy 
suicide pact resolutions on the crunchy shore, a slapdown realism like 
Martians on the radio which are true, I know, watching Citizen Kane and 
‘Ayatollahs on the moon’ getting arrested just passing through, their impresario- 
Signor Dildo - acting as troupe spokesperson, insisting they’ve collectively and 
with a silvery spoon in their gobs, never once claimed freedom of speech as a case 

of 
whitey singin’ for his supper, puffing a minstrel puttin’ on a show for the backstage, 

peeling 
protest songs off with abandon, occupying preoccupied ground, like Zoolander 
down at the coalface running the risks of busting through to eyeliner inferno - 
suckin’ diesel to blow a smokescreen for high octane secrecy, tractoring 
tomorrow’s just a placebo against bloody headlines, methodology. 
$ conspiracy is a bridge tournament making the Olympic runaround to say 
what you gonna get from amateur marketing ploys? Instagram lyrical 
dream about boy? About girly girl? About Band-Aids on booboos. 
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62. 
Painful learning to multiply by adding zeroes: the forever-deferred 
respite. A lame plodding line purchases a no-go. 
Googie Withers played but no-one remembers what. It was a 
recitation of a 1975 tax return. Was diagnosed with a second brain: 
surgery got rid of that. He drowned in a 7th floor apt. No  
reply, is what it said on the envelope. Nation building was a 
bastion of bold “enterprising” cunts who hired deductibles to 
thrash them in the bath with a power cord. On a scale 
measuring cruel to cruellest he didn’t even rate: 
can’t you bring us a REAL sonofabitch? they all cried. Nothing’s 
better than a poke in the eye to a connoisseur. You call this a 
bestiary? They switched channels to the atrocity bakeoff: 
fresh as a newborn in napalm. I love the smell of Election Time, 
control-freak numero uno smiled at the camera. Trick or treaty? 
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61. 
Specifically stretched string to settle a dispute around 
an island’s area, the available apron to build a beaut pillared plantation home 
swimming in mid-tropical vegetation a mood-swinger to adjust 
air and temperature to a somnambulistic sway  –  lushly 
breathable as good times and pleasure centres making workers 
super-injuncted and inclined to put in extra hours at the quarry, swinging 
mace and pick-axe and rinsing stinging eyes and loving it. The mockers say, 
He do the Concentration Camp analogy to distract from his vested interests, his 
tango with our desires to make it all okay on the stock market, to show pony the 
backwashed discomfort of words deployed in the writers, having to deal with 

landmines 
in a rubber ring of pool safety, a Dad’s Army gallows humours we can laugh at 

anything-take. 
It’s a challenge to make a condo out of a bomb-shelter, a museum out of a prison, a 
tropical holiday out of the plantations that grin and bare Jane Austen or American 

Psycho, but then, it’s that 
time of year when it’s all going to be wheeled out and we’re going to test tolerance 

levels. 
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60. 
Inept as a stuttering one-word wonder, he cloned his 
passive-aggressive erectile disorder & called it Conceptualism / priming 
thinktank back-suit frackers for a big time IPO – “give it to me, Tones”  –  
resting on the banks (coz they only fire blanks, meaning “cheques” haha) 
outing those Manly Beach divas he used to rent the source code to: 
relapse could be a National Security Issue. Implementation was never as 
rigorous as turning tricks for $$$, making an object out of 
plenitude (Welcome to the Penal Colony! We just can’t get enough!) 
Chicago had nothing on this. Convention’s just another word for shitting 
downriver – someone else’s problem = someone else’s problem, babe  –  
fluting their creampuffs & flouting their cornstarch, one man’s 
stucco is another man’s political franchise. Well, as they say in the classics, 
praise be for arseholes coz otherwise we’d have nothin’ to keep the ol’ 
Controlling Interests warm in at night. And he was a Man of God. 
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59. 
Hell for leather milestone to bone a rhinestone jigger or thick 
was a colour-blind wallpaper, a tag to hedge a bet against, 
dog’s eye borrowings to fill jars with along those empty shelves 
making a fallacy to study by, to prop as hollow museum cache, 
allegory of construction rigid as steelwork under heat, desert display, 
the burning man clutching his fertility rampant as chips in a sound system, 
O deary me, it’s a pity we shed those vacuum valves for solid start 
gargling Old Crow in Silicon Valley rising to the table tops. 
austerity is not social media, incontinent, faux-freedom proxying 
arsehole gender whilst letting go isolates and implanting hatred as 
reptiles from Andromeda judder the earth’s footings, pillars of a 
building a million $ from home, cloister of unformed entries, 
hole in the ground none can fill, a sump of normatives 
to lay their eggs in, sea horses which is worth some praise. 
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58. 
Predicting a rebuilt enema with a Palmyra flourish – they hung ol’ 
shifting Cnut from the tideclock & called it postmodernism: 
baseline prognostics = it was a shit situation. They called in 
a sportsperson of renown to troubleshoot it. Which S/HE did. All 
the lovely lines that spread out from the entry wound – 
personally, I prefer a pyrethrum job. C’est la vie they said & 
you took that in hand and did what you had to do, you know, 
ran with it. It was a toss-up as to who should come next: 
bluster as emollient could only get you so far. Well, S/HE thought the 
gargoyles splendid in her Presidential leopard skin upholstery, like 
living tissue grafted onto a Position of Power, “Mission Impossible 69,” 
brazen as a 3-for-1 tax credit a mile past its use-by date. Spittooned 
and carbon-dated, they knew S/HE was a fake. Marx’s farced fiasco, 
Žižek’s sublime ridicule of sublime. The unknown soldier’s uncured pox. 
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57. 
******************************************** 
exempted Rorschach dirigible to blast a poot at Putin or 
first one’s free aide-de-camp brazens under the arch while 
the dead dog make lines for a snug nursery of pillars in 
Westminster sunsets as we contend with where we made 
a tongue like gesture to chariots and stone clouds, rejecting 
fried haddock for the living versions and positing nude 
thyroid meltdown as excuse for a rage against, a compulsion 
he made love out of, tacking it all to the drawing board 
like a used rondeau, a pride of barn, a quickstep 
ballot paper to denote no sensation in reproductive organs, though 
a pair of galoshes made the inspector proud and nervous and all 
yuckityyuckityyuckityyuckyuckyuckyuckityyuck in his 
welcome to the damnation of collectibles, the dildos of the principality 
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56. 
Rostered to Passaic “monument detail” the 12 o’clock nosh crew 
restrung he was gutted a photofit a fuckup w/ face-lift chic 
redolent of: handjob backrow cinema noir  
rampant as needlespike / 80s zombie mania /  
randy as / a randy-arsed rentboy / a retrofitted retina / a rat in a jar 
ripple and… raspberry, man. nippleclamped. Turner bed sunset museum. 
richer than Saatchi, drove his Saatchi to the Saatchi, what a Saatchi! ripe in yr eye 
ripe going bareback & broke, for broke. 
ripe as TS Eliot’s private stilton.  
rollicking. that’s what he said, “rollicking.” 
resplendent, as in: gaga-resplendent, vinyl-resplendent, 8-inch resplendent 
rooster meaning “cock.” o how his l’il red roosta boosta crowcrowcrowed. 
rocketing along in that big blue beautiful bubble economy. 
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55. 
The downpour clogs the gutters and bloody gargoyles choke - who 
beats on the backs of a devil will abstain from all scaffolding, renounce 
of the onomatopoeia they’ve striven to take to roof ornaments, proclaim 
its axis is never the living room but a decorative gable. But in this town it 
is the mind and not the statue we look to, we encircle, serenade with 
the voice of deflated angels. No, we configure our edifices in the head 
with the golden afflatus of learning, the sublime seraphim of a Kantian 
girdle, a red attic vase more splendid than the battle itself, hoplites 
meticulously dancing to the tune of the piper, the warmongers 
circulating around old Nelson’s prick, the hormone-inflated testes of 
stagnant money. This is how the town was built but we turn out backs on 
Zeno was and was Zeno and was a pocketful to cast before the Chief Pigeon, 
the greatest copulator the Aldermen and Mayor and treasurer and education 

minister have 
ever known as they recast the pillars in the fires of outcomes, the pits of the mines. 
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54. 
Saturated with spleen in the necromontage: Tobruk was 
not the panacea History makes it seem / doing the 
knee-jerk shuffle subroutine, growing up to be that teenage 
soda jerk pulling for the ponytailed blonde. Begged for a 
respite grabbing X by the fistful: a tattooed Dalek shooting 
permanent ink in download erasure / Mars or 
bust – she had a pair of homonyms that would’ve 
ripped the stuffing out of his favourite love-doll. Her 
passive-aggressive Hitachi came w/ built-in historical consciousness: 
lest we etcetera, like a nuclear-powered cenotaph. Should we 
take to heart the didact’s sentimental call to arms? One man’s 
bold front is another man’s bald spot. Flagrantly  
suggesting they try again from the other side: escape was more 
risible fistings in the slot parlour. Win that bonus boy, take that ride. 
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53. 
Ars longa dictum to rest a neologism from the folds of languish  –  
as for the rest, well who gibes a flying buttress, a gargoyle on the gutter 
reduced to a grinning idiot, mere factotum and declension-lover stuck on 
exact detail and repetition, making monumental poems for digitised 
one sheet consumption, the turned down bed of hotelier’s love children. 
Now, closing over, we test our bankruptcy with the compressed sand pad, limestone. 
Doing a Banksy on our new house walls doesn’t convince the neighbours, 
lined up to take the scrawl and all from its fittings, to wreck our vision  –  
like a colonnade brought down by some bloody-minded tinpot dictator, his (her?) 
firing squad reading to align the voting booths like sentry boxes, coffins in which 
fifty shades of apathy let the living rest as the dead. Fucking blatant, isn’t it?! 
TM is the swift and sure way of taking language away from the punters, threatening 
with a tyre iron, loving the constitution and amendments and whatever Ma and Pa 

say  –  
it was love, you know, it was love that brought them all into the world on shifty 

foundations. 
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52. 
Pulchritude loses itself in the first ditch it comes across – she was all 
lunge & backwash, a pale comparison. Then went down to the ships, to fight the 
facsimile wars – Dad & Dave, Butt & Taff, Mutt & Jeff, the Clinton All Stars, 
post-Mr Squiggle Electro Twins, the Doodles Sisters, Zaphod Beeblebrox  
counterpointing the lush and lushless, Ol’ 2-Brains with his peashooter, 
positively and ab-so-lute-ly the last fuck *y’ll* ever have! Channel surfing 
wave on wave stacked up to disco ball eternity. Dig the scene: 
poster boys in see-thru burqas, Johhny Thunders on a gut-wrench, 
Jane Birkin’s better side blown-up onto a Moscow skyline, a fleet of 
Yé-Yé girls doing mollycoddle improvs w/ a kazoo orchestra minus kazoo, 
spotlight scrawled across the stage meanwhile doing the talking arsehole tango 
bent like a pipedream into a figure-eight. Cut out the hard bargain & 
paste it in your scrapbook, memes to treasure, like Kodak all over yr collagen, 
upended, taut as a Page 3 DNA disaster with only a jockstrap for a parachute. 
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51. 
Wake up! I never slept while you slept the sleep of the anxiously comfortable. 
Got their dates wrong? Doubt it. Social workers have had their day. Good stuff, but 
whose flag? We’re becoming for syntactical and generously obvious as we age! 
Drive it like you mean it – it’s amazing what they can do with four cylinders. Who 
stole it really? In for a penny in for a pound. Own up. Share it. Dice and slice. 
TV mindwash is a pleasure for those watching you watch it – remember 
the national (or American) urge for pillared colour televisions, cabinets more than 
whipping posts, more than form or function or any dross of reality? We nabbed 

those 
midget subs & Apollo rockets, we hoisted our garters and stepped into the pool and 
Blue Poles like they were saviours (they were – let me tell you a story). We love 
a mangy cur stalking through the pages of our love, through the glorious revelations   
- pissing on the bandstand, shitting from great heights. The rhymes and songs of 

childhood  –  
Old MacDonald and something about a monster with a snaggle tooth – are 

foundations. We 
had a treaty and stuck to it, paving the green with grey, making edifice on edifice on 

edifice. 
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50. 
Pillars of the Tradition are we! Buy this book! See that man in uniform 
rampaging through the museum with a selfie stick? All this began as  
tiles baked in an earth oven. People lived here once, before the sandstone 
and the porticoes, before money. Some of them even 
dressed like you – monkey suits for the constitutionally 
parsimonious, hahaha. Don’t try to fake it, be black and proud or white 
and angry. For instant redemption send CA$H! (Your drug of choice!) 
Presuming the etceteras don’t mind standing around on display: we lent them 
a couple of ours to set the whole thing in motion, so to speak. Bed 
chambers of the rich & famous (an arsehole by any other name). Time for 
taking it back to first principles: y’ve got yr DNA, I’ve got mine. This juice is the 
purest there is, you won’t find blood bluer on any chopping block in town! With 
negligible effort the “fiscal waterboarding” team beat the pipeline: it was 
tempting to call it all a dream, but in this version the dead don’t wake up. 
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49. 
Cardboard cartels riffle through prophets, the rise and fall of dollar gurus, 
Reiseburo Ukraine dropdown to unravel border drones, tip bedroom webcams 
gelid and pellucid with artillery fire, Trojans in munitions factories, screeds of 
cartoon device War and Peace where the peace is a piece of leverage, 
a makeshift hood ornament, a bold as brass resolution to take the decorations of 
Millennial dread and where them proudly where Akhmatova romped across the 

crops, 
clocked electric sheep huddled in sheaves, long before epiphany of 
moonscapes in the apartment of the Vast Active Living Intelligence System. 
Orion was the name the naturists’ gave their advocate, star of the freeways, 
mind-surrogate love token in a free-’n’-easy world where sex barely ruffled 

feathers, 
swimming in from Eden and a bunch of other myths of creation, proud as punch, 
ferro-concrete wisdom and morality, character-building in the volleyball sandpit, 
& the long-awaited showdown with the big fellas of the museum board, a 
second attempt to wrest the appendages of The Monument back to their origins. 
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48. 
Never say is the only rule. 1:37 a.m. & already it looked like a crime scene.  
Pan(t)ocracy was just a word he couldn’t get his tongue around. Strapped it on 
and rammed it down the proverbial. Task: replay “Stars on 45” to the point of 
catatonia. The night kept getting longer, any minute now they’d brand it 
rapcore & puke themselves to death. “Love me,” she said, 
tender as a Gitmo warden. “It’s a job, someone’s gotta…” Never quite as 
driven as they expected from the profile, blaming it all on some childhood 
pitiful recollection of Warfarin in the mainline. There were 
sparkling images before the blackout, inverted halos. On level seven 
the xebec took them out, they didn’t even make the switchback. Called it a 
prostrate ballot box gambol, “coz it’s all about getting stuffed & liking it.” Now 
everyone’s giving it a go. You reach eight, the plan’s simple: 
permeate abacus meltdown – code word “decimate.” Coming on all 
fraternal now that he’s their golden boy. She hit the Esc button: “Suck on this.” 
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47. 
A broken chain of polymers racks up indiscretions like locality, 
chrono-disputations relegating GPS randomness to airport lounges: that 
doomsday epidemic. Testifying within the mapshop, to make merry with 
Farinelli’s groin and cultural practice – the weight of self a sucker-punch, 
scrubbing for dimes and concealed weapons, to sanitise the rorschach exposés. 
Let me tell you something about or without a textrich endocrine, a lap-serve of 
it ain’t all beaudiful to contemplate, or to hashtag into neuro-fuse, those 
roses of cancer cells, those imploding inevitable pastiches, those hidden assets 
either, or, 24-hours in demand rehabs: latching on to plethoras and standing 
way up in the urinal to give it your best shot, always hungry for those 
grandstands and the first pitch, first bowl, first kick first first for 
that time of year is glory personified, is our loneliness wracked as 
spleen was merely attention-seeking, and ignoring the detail on the label of 
a brand of detergent you sucked on when a toddler, green at the gills. 
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46. [VARIATION: IN ADVANCE OF COMPLETION] 
Rabidly: "Shoot the unwilling!" "Vanquish [all] weather!" X-rated [or] 
rotate sideways to ulterior vagueness. Why [not] "x" yourself? Zone 
red: sell to under-value. Worst X-Files yet. Zootsuit 
riot saboteurs tortured us! Verify without X, Y = Z: 
rapid transit, sub-terminus, trans-territorial, untranslatable. As V is to W, Z is a last 
resting place – only stupid people play by the rules unerringly. Define 
ribald: "Church wigs-out over smut conspiracy!" She found his condition 
restive, it required only minor adjustment. Splayed on a Xerox: they both undertook 
rancorous dealings with triptychs (Portnoy: 1st time I ever rogered bacon). God 
ran a clean operation before cut-backs forced deviations. Reiterate, 
reiterate, reiterate! (His Golden Rule.) Nurse X 
rolled the sanitary unit into place: in three easy steps they’d hooked the  
reprobate to the reactor core for a level 3 tracheotomy. Scum 
rose to the occasion. Who says History isn’t perfect? 
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45. 
Now the city would move to have proper noun incorporated and owners of 
Glitzy party dresses would play havoc with judges’ wigs and robes, rejecting 
I’d like to fuck your brains out as a mere pleasantry in the backrooms of the Weld 

Club, or so 
he said when called to the stand in the vast edifice, beneath the scales of justice 

he’d dragged up 
to impress the historians of courtroom dramas, the savage to & fro, the gavel’s 

banter, 
the course of negation in tobacco industry cases, vapour trails laced with nicotine 

rising then 
going underground where profits multiply like sophistication or sophistry in the eyes 

of 
tax merchants working government cough-mixtures, research laboratories 
swapping Sing-Sing in compound loans, heavy-scented organic compounds and 
retirement home pamphlets undercutting gypsum and foam insulation, 

traditionalism 
in the media taking stock of plate glass and kitchens large enough for nuclear fusion 

when 
nihilism was more than a trashed carpet, stainremover failing to satisfy 
red-tape urges of practitioners and prefabricators of window frames, 
tying them up in plating tanks to infuriate the hungry owner-builders.  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44. 
Round and round the… there were echoes, sounds of… fly-catching… and… 
collectibles; the long year wasn’t quite… but did anyone feel the same? Putting the 
frighteners… those who were in the midst of all these disturbances… 
bloody hell, she said. Almost nobody paid… It was time to 
castigate or attempt a qualitative leap, an irreversible choice, an occasion which… 
resplendent with book pulp… thus the aesthetes forbade themselves to make art… 
bold as bullshit in a sale-yard… this was the exact centre of the world, inside his 
confessional… leaving a small hole in the great spectacle… unlimited… 
gift-wrapped or to the tune of… garbage disposal or reification… she invited him to 
come again, anyone else would’ve jumped at it… a 3D printed vagina… 
Bolshevik! he screamed… this was a daydream, history would never be 
so je ne sais quoi… The aesthetes in their dayglow leisure suits… 
Habermas bright as can be… training for the national fly-catching team…  
contra this and contra that… the best form of defence, he said, is off… 
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43. 
The state of balance is a loss of compensation in the foundation: 
a low wall sinking lower, a river filling the drain, a subterfuge of 
tiny claws redefining property values, and you know what we think of those: 
the green ones, the red ones, the black ink forms with movable boxes, 
with slightly gothic font on titles: best to tear here, tear along 
serrated edges before falling prey to the connivings of dressage and 
indispensable Koons artworks, those paeans to the glory of curves 
in the fight against pastels and Impressionists loss of focus, campaign 
against cognitive linguistics which we want to embrace to foundations in 
a lack of get-up-and-go confrontationalism, a word-dump due to declining 
vitamins, and believe-you-me, I went numb at the extremities, and you said 
I am therefore I am a receptacle for billiard balls on the snooker table, so easily 
persuaded to be the fallguy, the window dressing, the madhouse fodder in claims 
of its permanence and bricks and mortar surety in the face of, the face of, the face 

of. 
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42. 
The door in the wall is a Waldorf in a salad bowl, lobbed, a Model T, the “Law” all 
tension and stentorian, a nod, a Stetson, the instant after insisting, treated for 
shock, they sold everything, the kitsch included, 
two sets of maps to show where they first set off, twice now, in their 
movable masks, like a pair of lovable monkeys, asking if 
razor blades’ll do the job better than a Ladies Night raid by 
the Boston Strangler, non-stop and from all angles, “strange” she said, 
amazed to see that virtually all the eating had taken place in a maze, 
every device imaginable employed to service the aviary, vagina’d 
shop fronts, taxi cabs, saxophones, frosties, form-faxing for a 
face to face with a faux Fatima, riding the arse off a primetime 
TV personality, lipsynching to the Brian O’Blivion fade-out behind the 
flicker patterns – a turn for the worst or a fake prick? You screw the talking head 
in an endless loop, endlessly you screw talking in a head-loop, screw you… 
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41. [VARIATION] 
Reckless enthusiasm jolts sexting selfie galleries in the Palais de Tokyo, 
forum meaning mass-produced-in-China latex reproductions 
or pyramids; guarding “its” interests (movies, sex on the beach, the colour blue), 
election promises of the commodity lotus fetish, so white, so aerodynamically 
coal-fired brick shithouse, like a, lighthouse? Played forward for the Hong Kong 
and they said, haha. One for the boys playing past the touchline 
and Comme des Garcons, this cd be the future if it wasn’t the end 
and blown into the next-plus-one dimension, 
trepidation at entrenching a Fragonnard in petticoats,  
foundational as adamantine highway floggers in raincoats, Jodhpur Girl’s 
lost manuscripts of Francis Drake doing his rubber duck routine, 
rewriting the constitution, rejigging the brittle old world wheelie-bath,  
and national anthem “If you don’t want it you know where you can stick it” 
or, personally, there’re things, y’d draw the line, I mean, wldn’t be caught dead. 
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41. 
Personally, there’re things, y’d draw the line, I mean, wldn’t be caught dead, 

they’ve got 
stats on everything, sexting selfie galleries in the Palais de Tokyo, call it 
plastic arts, meaning mass-produced-in-China latex reproductions, 
jealously guarding “its” interests (movies, sex on the beach, the colour blue), the 

real 
unfolding of the commodity lotus fetish, so white, so aerodynamically smooth 
and built light a brick shithouse, like a, lighthouse? Played forward for the Hong 

Kong 
constabulary. “Hung Kong,” they said, haha. One for the boys playing past the 

touchline. 
Armed to the knuckledusters in Comme des Garcons, this cd be the future if it 

wasn’t the 
present, blown into the next-plus-one dimension, visceral, Vesuvius, vulva, velour, 
voluptuous, but not a Titian, more a Fragonnard in petticoats, you could actually 

smell the 
danger from twenty paces: adamantine highway floggers in raincoats, Jodhpur Girl 
personifying the horse she rode in on, Francis Drake doing his rubber duck routine 
in the brittle old world wheelie-bath, lion’s paw, enamel overlaid, but guaranteed 

authentic, 
and none would surely argue with that? If you don’t want it you know where you can 

stick it. 
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40. 
The number of dead and wounded gather in the locker, to chromosome a passage, 
making an earthmass quiver at the sight of bull by the horns, to wade through 

birdshit, 
sunk to the root of entire crops, those footed bills the game-changers bulk-up on, 
whereupon the Shaman testifier correlates waders and snorkels, a deal done as he 
begins his chant, his holier-than-thou script, his block-buster, bragging rights over 
extensive intake of perspective, and OCD calibration of all that matters, measures 
of alcohol and powders, ships’ manifests, census details anonymous as pyramids; 
as a rule, those who sleep in doorways make first wishes, cross into day as 
the illness ends, heralding the sun, the alignment of passage into the clown’s maw, 
favourably tilting the balance, a Luna Park obsession as confronting as Jagger’s 

crotch which 
becomes nervous in the face of a gravelly voice, a greedy throat; such brilliant 

excess, 
parts of the body we didn’t even know we have, celebrating our libertarian 

immunity, 
slanted and burst in a performance none of us are likely to forget; remember, we 
became planets to our suns, we sailed the seas by stars, drowned in the cenotaph’s 

wake. 
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39. 
When all is said that can be, & y’ve traded yr vocal cords for a middle finger 
and done the old fly-by-night, hightailed it out, hit the road, danced the  –  
to coin a no-doubt-deathless turn of phrase – Christmas Island shuffle, all 
recidivist action, reverse-cycle, two steps forwards three steps back, puckered 
veneer from trying to kick in or out the kitchen sink, buggering the works with 
slipform after slipform wadded into a paper wreckingball… Lined up like 
gabions to haul, resisting the fleshy welcome of a body composed solely of 
hearsay, sweet nothings. How we love the prodigal who strikes 
boldly out from beneath mammy’s underthings, postcard from Purgatorio, 
draughting the corridors with midnight bellows, to ‘cast down,’ waving 
T-squares and compasses like an acolyte mason getting stiff in his closet over 
CAD illustrations gone ratty along the fold-lines – all double-spread layout 
and exploded views, blowing the froth off his export lager, smacking those lips, 
whispering, ‘repent… repent’ like a hoarse Meistersinger when no-one listens. 
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38. 
The only father working the plum lines to hoist horizons vertical 
is a dead father risen in brazen memorandums of sitcoms where 
the prestidigitator-touch of lighting and flat paint on whiteboard makes sets 
uptight & doubtful, his tools clinking in their mason’s sack, 
humourless and thick-handed, calluses on calluses, 
day one blues dragged through decades, he is nonetheless 
enjoying the view from the spiral he’ll Babel towards, his future aspirations. 
History, they said, will ignore his triumphs, his monumental stone accumulations’ 
you push on to vault heaven’s sensitive bits, to scaffold and lift 
a pay-cheque from the imperial overlords of worship; remember though, it 
isn’t a credo we’re laying to rest, no matins or matinee or midnight showing, 
naked as the day, as the father would have us, the ‘straight video’ realism; 
“try owning this” is less than piers, cob and mortar, odes to CMUs 
tears on his ‘stache, a brownstone truth in a rags to riches city. 
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37. [VARIATION] 
Solar Anus in Prolapse-Mode. Dial 2. Is God on your tail? Book now for your 
relapse. The bars are for protection against falling out windows. Miracle or 
monument? “My skull was repeatedly sawn asunder.” Outwardly, his body was 
monumental but putrid. There was no spine. For several days the 
momentous visions plagued him. Each historical formation was neither as 
simple as a catheter nor as “local and unstable” as (concerning 
tablets and commandments), an overdose. The word “Doctor” was invariably 
titular. The idea of “fleeting-improvised-men” was to: Alarm (A); Placate (B); 
Confound (C); Inform (D)? First order: relinquish hands, relinquish gestures, 
relinquish holds. Second order: relinquish touch. Mere voluptuousness  
acquired from someone else’s labour. The real comedy was to treat him as a 
genius, a poet in fact, and not an eggplant on steroids devoid of any 
original thought? Society blames the unsympathetic progenitor. Left with  
nothing to grab hold of but his own godhead, turning purple in the close up. 
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37. 
Solar flare-out – a headlong rock in space, destination:relapse, to terraform, the 
Procrustian bed-time gag lopping a 
monument off at the knees. Stone-conjurers, making it 
monumental. The neurotic mind-operator, rocks in his head: 
momentous as a landslide of ballot boxes, a bull in China, 
simple as a headlock, a debt heritage all of stone 
tablets and commandments, an overdose, the pronominal redux, 
titular. Are the nights sleepless by definition only? 
Confound or fustigate: slipping God a dime-stack under the counter, to 
relinquish holds on the old blue-eyed dame, she loves a frack 
acquired from someone else’s labour – she can twerk like a 
genius when it comes to Beethoven. Show me a mirror with one 
original thought? Busy preparing for the jump into hyperspace but 
nothing to grab hold of, stabilisers gone in the rear, heaven a bulwark. 
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36. [VARIATION] 
Falling out over time in architrave dysphoria, a lesser God than 
the BDSMotivator, we recluse those quarry phobias and drag our 
gender clown back to the building site. This new place will house the lot. 
It’s not over till the foundations have been excavated and refilled: 
it starts again, each layer carbon-dated and displayed elsewhere. 
Square metre industrial ruins are lush with implosive resonance, 
putting it on the line of the wrecking ball, paramount gargoyles, 
monuments to oldschool libidos. A survey of curators shows 
psychedelic brainwashing an official response to territorial contretemps. 
How would people extract trust and hope from urns and frames, 
dance in outer space? All displays make hay when the sun spots a 
loner, weirdo and recidivist in adoring crowds pressed 
through someone else’s gaze: an eyesore ignoring the taste 
filter, spewing obscenities out of the clamped lips of Mona Lisa. 
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36. 
Falling out over time distortions in their editorials,the BDSMotivator lacked spiritual 
rejigging, tasking hard that 
gender clown, casting testaments to scaffolds and tapestry frames. 
It’s not over till defenestration is accorded its monumental momentum, 
it starts again to look as if the only winners are the vanquished. 
Square metre industrial ruins are old technologies for making clauses, 
putting it on the line for helmets and quips in horror movies, 
monuments to pace and derivation, to replication of grandish 
psychedelic brainwashing, or even design feelgood battery. 
How would people pile enough masonry to make their pyramids 
dance in outer space? A babel complex, a big thing, a reaching-out- 
loner, weirdo Cessna pilot who would make earth heavier 
through someone else’s mining claim, drag asteroids, 
filter dark matter for any extra weight to build on. 
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35. 
Rivalrous or solitary and dangerous, they sought out 
punishment – watched ecstasy, broken freedom, dereliction in 
hero-status. The donkey-faced kid miming Tom-of-Finland 
hero-worship like a somnamulist tightrope walker, a real 
purist. The drudgery of genius. Give it some more sop. 
A line from Nietzsche, re-worked, again redeemed, 
or an obscure digging in the laws of apathy for a slum 
total. Add it up you get aura-producing slave music. 
Rescue with old radios and two-tone multitrack SOS. Hot-rod 
my hero, style flames and super nylon. TV addiction: 
your hero dead in a Spanish Harlem ballroom. Syncopate 
our hero a fat Louis XVI riff. Drill stabs and nerve 
pillars bigger than arranged entropy or grime: the 
borrowed line inculcated into Patagonia. Necessity was dead lice. 
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34. 
Well it’s a free country full of unattributed quotes and line bold enough 
if you’ve got a big enough recall in the New McCarthyist paradigm; I did say 
a big enough didn’t I. Believe me, the member of that club is never below the 
Tardis’s event horizon, the End of Time cup won be the True Practitioner, who is 
to climb down among the lessers, golden iambs in hand, gold dripping across 
one island, one paddle, and one well-stroked canoe: all those words in stone, 
them’s the rules, Ozymandius, them’s the breaks as well, never forget 
Dieu et mon droit, it’s all we’ve got, boss, and creative corrosion of 
the pigeon’s droppings is something worth crowing about, after all, in our 
finest hour we have Paris to turn to, and not gatekeeping citadels. Still they’d brag 
Brixton is a brand of absinthe, and put it on the tour, stars shining out of The 

Harbour, 
a brick in the face of the Great Tradition, the proper noun cruiser roller coaster 
pay-per-view anthology, where the greats are gathered with fellow greats, 
front page furtive peeps as dossiers of exposition clog old-fashion mail boxes.  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33. 
Riding shotgun in a side-saddle makes for a near miss, a faux-Rimbaud 
hard as marbles flogging postcards from Abyssinia – _she_ having 
to crown the whole with a desk blotter: always, when it’s her own blood, 
parsimonious – but ah how those mod-squaders drang and  
clash. Tommy guns and skirtless Britannias in the out-of-bounds.  
Then again, considering this is all documentary by now… Time grown 
restive in the background, like a pension-planned Minute Man about to go 
rampant, inflation adjusted for year zero. Fuck the vowels, I’m telling you 
it’s a jungle out there. Hold onto your cahunas, kid. You don’t know how to 
row, swim, and if you can’t swim, drown quiet-like. What Jesus said,  
having done it a lot better. So why bother, bro? And now, ladies & gents, 
presenting… Shit Creek the Musical! (Ram Bowen had nothin’ on this.) 
Quel style! Quel merde! Tonight only, idiots free! The blonde, raving about plate 
tectonics and ozone, says she wants a refund. Can you believe that? 
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32. 
Accordingly the baboon knew it’d been _had_, and tossed out 
a fertilising relation to the less ambitious despots, not willing, it 
makes tactical decisions about withdrawal from continents of 
the anti-, countries of the mind, villages of the damned; hoping for a 
‘return’ into the Real Deal politics of self adulation, it established  –  
discreetly  –  its own World Satire, making a place for odes 
to crystallisation, the mummification of empathy, the reviewer’s 
patchwork declamations claiming purity of intent, Derridean penetration? 
one becomes two and spectators go out the door: ad hominem, or 
brought back further into a Greek fold of madness and mirrors, 
into the fold of goatherders and a bunch of lads called Michael, all 
immanent and working lumps and chunks and chips of mossy stone, 
or contrarian effigy-making to rouse buddies in the critical stew as it 
regurgitates over their hush puppies lush with the rears of their enemies. 
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31. 
Restraint of the spun axis, to create new orthodoxies, 
goes nowhere, cutting the things that grow back. 
Pulmonary, lymphatic – virtues of ‘disorder’-in-System 
resurrecting the ‘old style’ of work & affect, torpid & 
as cynical as canned ennui product placement: waving TV genitals 
as global hunger-strikers rule out ‘conditions’ for trade talks, 
the planchet evidence enough to warrant a  
counterfeiter. Call it avant-garde, narrowing the front line. 
The stamp of an ideal merchandise, plugged straight down into 
the grandiose sequel – all cant and subversive muscle-flexing, 
the pocket war machine of kulcha moguls scheming junkets & 
relative atomic mass. If it bombs, we’ll go down singing!  –  
resplendent in purple and, from a baboon’s POV, 
charming. Already on the heritage list, the tree they swing from. 
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30. 
Remaindered in the quarry where’d they’d returned to check 
before time the quality of purple stone, the grand building’s 
shutter’s fluting requiring that quality finish; once danced in 
the froufrou moment, and another choked on the dust of 
rhythm and murmur, taking it to heart; what makes memorable: 
the Cordilleras’ imperial stone, the god-like caul of clouds that 
have beheld everything laid out for the monument, embracing 
anguish and ecstatics with equal measure, shouting hubris to 
the hidden demagogues and senators deploring the people, their 
chromosphere self-declarations, last survivors on the ship to 
a distant star, or even a close star-turn like Venus, to cast a 
long-slanting gaze at the blue planet, with all that breeding 
making flesh in the chairs, strapped down with gravity where 
seraglios are blended into the main room, the vaulted capsule. 
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29. 
Plethora or plexus; sunk in the quick of a budding grove, the reviled 
 world’s 
good health, light in its gizzard – how the vivid glint of 
sanctity warms the backsides of the rich, rent boys telethoning in the 
Orange Bowl, not bowel, making prolepsis a running joke. 
Becoming, if not that strange fruit at the foot of the garden, at least 
stand-offish – knowing full well the price one pays for 
complicating arrangements. Deforming the picture of life, the dream 
privy to the harbinger, the dog to the chimney’s interlace. There are no 
plastic arts. Only a jaded appetite for insubstantials. Moth moons. 
Woodwork scrolls made pregnant with revelation. Monuments of air. 
In a public fashion the nude pigmy in formalin is admired. “So dialectical!” 
to quote the near and dear. “So anti-oedipal!” The Stetsons bull in 
to relish the moment before loosing lassoes and tickling their triggers, all 
contretemps and permeable, telling how no-siree art’s not dead. 
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28. 
Aspirationist is a situationist with a twig in the eye 
in the compendium of knowledge, in the shortfall’s 
vacuum tube. It is the new foyer in the old library. 
Magic is the facade that shines over the old enclosure, 
welt-spray of concrete with ripples that denotes, 
keeps the O in the narrative, adds stories as exercises 
in Onanism. Such is the prize-winning architect’s self-respect. 
We buck for what end results, we kick for what oppressive heels – 
the system? Fine clothes on an old mannequin jolt the brain cells. 
Two-for-one is no bargain when they’re faulty, or when 
pixelphobic decorators screen test our epoxy rhythms. 
The Nation’s scrapes are welded to us from birth: pity 
John Holmes’ avatar who comes a croppa on election days, 
avec Bible Belt to seaside oracles who worship rising horizons. 
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27. 
Pity was trending. Measured by similes, gone for a Snowden. Fake-out 
and counterfake. Gender: extradite. You win 
the prize: Man from Hong Kong, can screw with the 
best of ‘em. Call it Conspiracy. Saint Prosthesis. The Holy Dead 
crew. Jesus was a hack. The Temple? 
Scaffold a neck job. They got loan sharks in heaven, too, baby. Shit 
rises. Huey Newton’s Law. Count the money. Lights 
out on the factory floor: which ‘means’ are the means 
of production? Screwed into the light. Got 
the right idea, only in the wrong side of yr brain. Luck won’t 
last, try to save it, goes mouldy, fucks the works, clogs the back 
entry. Read the instructions first, you idiot: 
Positronic or beatbox scenarios counteract packing case… 
so life like, so pliant, unwrap, inflate, plug-and-play, strictly no refunds. 
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26. 
Puking up a bloke’s self-image, he strove to show his abs and implement the 
filibuster. That’s what party politics does for statues, their lush blazoned bulges 
backstage Undine under waves of psychedelic drugs, the usual hoodwink, 
a hundred salivating youths and their masters foisting on their models, dishing out 
proxy servers to bully their mothers and sisters and lovers and anyone without a 

prick; 
you grope yourself creatively to make cool stone weep, a sense of privilege and 

saga extracted from 
northerly hoard stories, a matter of chisel on oak, the temporary monument of the 

boat, 
wielding an offhand nailgun and arc-welding boho truisms to tolerate rightwing 

poets who 
quip and belch and drink themselves blind to better see whatever darkness has to 

offer 
the way you wield rattle or a squeezy toy, whistling for better, demanding to be 

heard. 
A storm in a toilet is only a shock to the poor sod who has to clean up the 
gravity well. That prurient monument that monument to purity binds their art. 
Paradise is a lost cause they shout from the barricades, their leader ensuring he’s 

got the 
gas mask and a map clearly showing the way out. Collateral architecture falling 

away. 
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25. 
ATHLETIC AUTOGYNEPHILIA SENDS ROSE BOWL WILD! Heavy on the 
curve-ball, winding up for a forearm slog. Virgil Thompson gone for a homer. 
Rescind everything! You call that music? The Fat Lady’s proscription 
tablets going under the hammer for a song. Sweet Amerikana! Her schoolgirl 
higgledy-piggledy letters. No return address. History all 
lapsus memoriae when it suits you, fastidious over the continental breakfast, 
rigid as lampoons and festoons, butter wouldn’t melt. Cultivating toe 
fungus as a matter of prestige. The fetish artist in you regulating all viable 
points of contact! Today I wandered lonely as a power station. Cooling stacks 
reminding you of missed bedtime opportunities, a mother’s feet set in 
concrete. Oh you loved her, when she died. Plinth and marble bustier. 
Tempting just to lie down with the weight of her between your girlish thighs, 
massive or massif, the blossoming Rose, the vertiginous escarpment, 
contesting a birthright. Listening for the sound of wolves at night. 
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24. 
Suffragette took the statue space and liberated against all 
spaghetti incidents, in the wail and tremolo of riff trauma, 
beaten within an inch of daylight that late show confirmed 
thoroughbred status on the stables of Polyclitus and Phidius 
advi vide tace the aesthetic copy rumour, to mimic, to enforce 
indigenous tertiary education along imperial-democratic statelines. 
Witch hunts are numinous in the hall of justice, and the grand 
tribunal or counting house trick of counting up sins is pure athleticism. 
Grinch or Scrooge or any other manifestation of the lousy spirited 
snorkelling their apologias and contritions in the face of redemption-loss, 
poetasters already feeling the clouds under their sandalled souls, ready to 
supply, demand, extract what’s necessary to make a heavenly 
patsy patsy patsy name call on the track, gangster form suggesting they’re 
in it for the bucks? What else would you expect? Where else would you go? 
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23. 
Rabble-branded, sub-proles on the gun carriage – by turns stuffing the 
outré carcass, blue-rinsed, thatch-headed. The crime 
tantamount to the punishment. The State’s funeral, punctilious – 
tempestuous relays sullying the mop spit. What’s 
integral? Austerity’s ostentations and rigmaroles. The blanc mange 
nevertheless, taken at face value. Let the dead tax the dead. Ni 
gauche. Ni droit. Ni dieu, Mr Moneybags. Forking a 
stolid country gent where it counts for history. Coal not Dole. Big Ben 
tolls mutely the hour no man knoweth, nor woman neither. Tolls 
and then again, tolls, making a premium of it. All misty tear-gas eyed, 
testament to free speechifying, as a thousand moons rise over the barriers, 
ululating – every bum loves a fascist in apron strings. Stirring the 
endemic soul-search in the rehearsal room, zapped, 
scintillating and bland, world-wide on noodle-cam: Oh how she was glam! 
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22. 
Murder was the gameplan on the gantry and even higher than the mainframe, 
or suicide as a designer downplay: or could it be a proxy’s rebuttal 
or accidental death? The construction site wobbled with gossip and 
a chicken’s breastbone hot-pressed to a welder’s chest turned out to be his own 
rose-quartz armour-plating: a company motto, like concrete shoes or lunch pales 
turned congestion-red on impact so far below: monuments are sweat and blood. Yet 
she crouched below hoping for titbits of their masculine accumulations, those 
tantalizingly rich embrocations that spilt from labouring brows, a working-class 

thesis, 
a lyrical onanist’s loving speculation, a thoroughly footnoted re-investment of 

capital spun 
with a watchful, eked out for all to see on widescreen entertainment factory home 

theatre via the 
left eye. Meanwhile, the right is chewing fat, a take-away with salmonella and listeria 
at its most monotonous take-them-all-down tech-drawing set-square fine-inked 

tattooing: 
the re-fleshed body’s display-case, its groundplans like intelligence tests we apply 

our 
failed symmetry to with grammatical fancy pants and big claims to posterity’s 

reproductions. 
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21. 
Valency in the Mork & Mindy capsule. PJ’d. A dork with a 
quork. You fizzle the god particle. Interstellar naphthalene. 
Regimented as hell, the cyclic reflux, toilet-bowl 
plethora. The artist’s sketchbook Arcadia with eyes on. 
Pulmonary embolism stages a career comeback. He 
stepped to the point-blank of it, making Dobell faces. 
Paranoid they’d mistake him for just another after-dinner 
relapse and slot him down the disposal chute, sans 
testament. The set square jamming the works. The knob 
bobbing along. Sub-aquatic frequencies making brainstem music. 
Proud as punch to’ve got the hang of it in re-run mode, 
visiting on a whim the tomb of the unknown writer he’d once 
regaled vigorously. One of those matron parties, blue rinsed and 
chiselled bust-lines, the local vivisectionist holding court. 
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20. 
The ruse brought about the focal point, a bargain chip 
by delegation under the spatulate shade of a pyramid, 
the touch of an overseer just a little too plumb in the burning 
cold of the desert night: which way the eye of the split-level falls to 
Rasputin eyeing off the biggest monument of them all, the maintenance crew, 
their appetites, their need for scripture in the dark hours of overtime 
registered as far away as here; the original plans were hidden, but 
Zargo pulled open the door. Scrolls tumbled out all tech and parchment. 
The zombie plague was touchpaper to the necropolis voguing as life, 
retired to Denver, alternating with an alternative Texas. In Portland, it’s 
sheer bloodlust, she said. Three quarks for Muster Mark, she added. 
Burned, her lips fluoresced under the limelight and we had our doubts: 
burned, bitter, tasteless, with a talent for veined marble; that’s what 
burned. That’s what put the smoke up the golden chimney. 
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19. 
Crafted with trembling micropore; the hand, 
aggregate of doleful silicons, sculpting the small hours in 
belcomposto. To cross the mindbody divide for kicks. 
And weighed down, the Overhaul kama-sutraed viz. 
necessity of the revolving cylinder. Spectacular! 
Geo-politics of Portland in photoshopped retrospection: time- 
lapse, feathering the edges; the last-but-one grinding into silence, 
alas, and all atremble. Tamping the slickers, flexing the miter rods, 
and featheredges. A porous, aggregated cunnus. A commotion. 
A speck, finger-in-the-eye. To erect a sub-division 
necessitates a complete overhaul. Belly-flop in the gene pool. 
Crossing-out the regulated progress, customer feedback, 
icons of brain-mass spatulaed to white square, black square, 
trembling in the silence forever after. 
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18. 
Given the state of hand-me-downs, the demands on 
a handcart hauling stone from the Red Hill quarry 
driven through the turnstile as gravity drops through that 
fire exit and that you cling to shining walls, we renounce. 
Affording a new cantilever, you cycle across death’s 
Mona Lisa moment, wistful and pungent, leering 
sub rosa in the mason’s hall, proscenium arch ritual 
or a carpark full of fistfights and wounded trolleys, 
the ingénue soapboxing a cataclysmic market truth 
with parabolas and arabesques, as sincere as masonry, fit 
for eyes tattooed to eyelids, sleeping the sleep of the just, 
a glued-on substance or permanent ink, a stucco dribble 
for all intents but not purposes, so willing to get stuck 
digging in. And as for the mosaics, we cut our tongues. 
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17. 
Rambunctious, Ritalinned, minding Rimbaud on the 5.15 – 
terrain overglossed, botoxed, lypsincing to airbrush, a 
reputation for depixellated swimsuit issues – snout as 
salient as the trough; Bo Derek and canapés at No. 10; 
risible as art, but as fiasco a one-up on the man-ship – 
tantamount to forking a pleb at the gates, egging-on 
sensibility to the test. Knees up on the backbenches. 
Redolent with turps, the stiff upper. Painted mustachios; 
touchy and hyped, after the public rip-off saga; boys’ own 
team-tagged. Training night on the National Express. 
Soon as the lights went out, you know; the conductor, 
remiss but alert. Chaos downunder. Rummaging. 
Rushing. Each with their cross to bear; slaves 
to the demands of a T-Square, felled by a T-Bone. 
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16. 
By the beginning of all trapezoid arrangements, 
namely the carpel-lack of parallel obligations, 
against the background of hefty ablutions 
content-orientated towards the HOT exhibition, 
realist versus strategic arms limitation amnesia, 
urban terrorist activities, and a new McDonald’s taking up 
Dirk Bogarde’s old space on the beachfront, 
the subsidy system of love and beauty and all Mama’s desires 
for archaic bathing costumes (jeez, it IS the here and now), 
and mysterious states of operatic interdiction: 
Roxy Music, fox hunting, this is planet earth 
doing better business with signature guitar lines, 
an authenticated Les Paul (he liked the showy gold) 
montage effect as fingers... well, fingered the frets. 
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15. 
Performing random splenectomies. Do you 
atrophy easy? Are your mid-life rock band aspirations 
realising their potential? Buy your 
kiln-fired voodoo effigies here. Mix spit & 
clay with newly garnered pubic hair. Nail varnish 
red attic figures to your avatar’s eyeballs. See 
new formalism’s lush in action. At first Tracey 
regretted it, then she didn’t. Gilbert 
rejoiced over the yellow laminated 
altars and life-size Mickey Mouse. George wanked 
and took the triptych to the cleaners. Our 
entry fees guarantee your unique experience. Go 
spiralling out of control with our talent enlarger. Relax 
while birdbaths twitter and dribble sublimated intent. 
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14. 
Whipped post-haste to irreverent canapé tippling 
off to the old slap-on-the-back post-performance shindig, 
country bumpkins lapping it up, all aflutter about urban sophisticates 
shellshocked by the devastatingly amazingly poignant leading man’s 
trenchfoot realism in the choice areas of THOSE neighbourhoods, a cherry’s 
brainfever captured vividly in the social pages, the photographer 
a thousand miles from her talent-base, but flashing bauble’s 
from civilisation’s murky interior, O proscenium fascists with their 
Oswald Mosley-isms dressed up as lightly leftish banter, 
commie Ruskin-isms put in their place, all local flavour 
sent packing to an Eastcoast MFA theatre program, 
Blitzed-out by the statue of the director who gathered tycoons 
in Singapore and Australia to the cause of one-up-manship; 
on roach bait and destitution they spat art and buildings. 
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13. 
Tremble in the face of all that Cthonic mumu-olatry: a bumsteer 
of Canberra’s artificial hind leg, wired to the new survey 
resonance. Retro mind-tronic. Antipodal androids. Pingback. 
Relapse is a tasty queen. Cinch your cinque ports, mensies. 
Roman baths. No poofters allowed! We only F by the rules. 
Synchronistic rudiments means: dago digs digger’s donga. 
Pantheon is French for dream-on baby. Go fly that kite 
or swing that pendulum. Pamper your neck with a new rope. 
Relapse is a tasty morsel of Barbie flotsam, backdated. Eat my 
majority. Do you have what it takes? Grab the opportunity 
between the legs, before it gets away. Eenie meenie, 
massive or diminutive. Get your free facial today. Docu-real 
Fascist offices. Insert name of ministry here. The back door 
where lions emerged into rugger huddles. Press-pack floozies. 
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12. 
Bombed-out in domain drift, draining 
Thames Delta blues rip-offs, and hoping to 
buy it off-market, despising means of exchange 
if it makes you feel good. So it sits in private hands. 
Knuckledusters make short work of marble grins 
and ankle-cuffs, a delicate fabric exciting as 
the north-facing prospect , gripping it for all it’s worth, 
putting the body-double hard to work, body image 
to shame. Monumental fleshwork. Nip and tuck 
Bond clones to fabricate new Irises for 
futurama – how to score a trillion. You’re fired, 
Oedipus your self-satisfaction a gamble worth taking, 
M-fucker. Keep an eye out for the great barge. 
Put that in a referendum. Eye of needle. London Ear. 
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11. 
Hotel lobbies emblazoned in Churchill-era British bulldog 
prints. Austerity jingoes. Brainwash & South Bank. 
The model shop with plastic Demerolled Marilyns, where 
light degenerates into pseudo-micaceous, sub-terra, 
and creases. Icon catastrophe. Blurring the line, more 
or less likely. Sucking off the nitrate dispenser. 
Crass renditions soil noirish out the number 10; how to 
sully blocks of stone. Why make sense when crap sells? 
Purple eyed dollar-dazzlers, creaming off the 
regulations and vibrations battery-packed, buttplug ceramicked, 
petuntse, shattered and gathered, gartered, kneesock 
risible. Do you pay extra for the black eye? Add an inch to your. 
Reactionary values, pay now and play later. D-cupped, 
feisty, discursive, super-siliconed. Exit through the fit-up. 
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10. 
Not to be outdone by due diligence 
the ardent configurators work their 
hankering after magic dress-down, blast! 
Salomés’ introvert classification conundrum 
lancing the goitre of paint formed in the lower left 
we call shoreline or catechesis or place where 
moral ambiguity coalesces or simply congeals, 
dare I say concentrates attention in the desire 
to impeach? The Dead. What to call the painting? 
Rotten apples or, Musical Drift. Prisoner 
in bas relief. A sonata interferes with recitation. 
A lost tooth fouls the sketch paper. Charcoal 
for a castration complex. The figure, bold as brass. 
Anything to do with war will bell-shatter. 
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9. 
Selecting stone over clay, wood or metallurgy, to ‘progress’ beyond 
the quarry’s limitations; these are given: what’s ‘natural’ to the 
perplexed individuality. What’s ‘unnatural’ to the State. 
Contrary to rumours the dictator’s cocksize did not daunt 
the master craftsman’s wife, demanding instead a ‘management solution’; 
she dedicated her ennui to the interest-bearing debt, 
in love with purchase power – amortised, chiselled out of 
Ephesus, or further – God’s bankers tending the austere vision, 
carted all the way from one end of Creation to the other – sticking 
needles or pinpointing the flaw in the holy effigy. Another Christ for the 
empire’s stockpiles. They call it the prophet margin, haha. 
The lion in the garden, the ape under the stairs – toss another infidel 
beneath the chariot’s proverbial. What good’s a stone wheel? A beam 
or dust in the collective mind’s eye – but these things are real. 
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8. 
Ideally speaking a composite picture unleashes 
the complicated pose, leaving us hands-free but inside 
a forest of marble nudes – gloating and admiring 
mediocre outcomes as much as the lush or 
headless, alas, our critical sense fails us, a sign 
of an irreproachable resistance to style, aka 
classicism. The ear attuned to false music. 
The dream of buoyancy’s piss-take, big band’s 
symbolic intention... we scrabble among the offcuts. 
This great amateur or auteur or embossing 
of the female body: a ploy to hold up the roof, 
showing off to Apollo: what you’ve got, we’ve got more: 
how the muscles strain against myth and brotherly love, 
must be looked at with utility when the festivities begin. 
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7. 
Redoubt or restitution – the moral of a fluctuating dollar’s 
infinite kindness. As God on his pedestal – 
Anaphora stout pouring of opens. To aberrate certainties? 
Red figure painter etched into the black ground: 
Attic; acid; boiled down to loot; Minerva (by any other name...) 
such proselytes, such troped littorals, skirting the 
Complex. Provenance warranting a footnote, cf. 
Testament or phobia, claustrum and agora; the cast lot of 
rejigged horizons. Meridianed silhouettes. The relativity of pi. 
Conserved or preserved in the forecourt’s parallax: forecast 
as corrosive as it is corruptible, per carboniferous im- 
Permanent. When does a rockface resemble a man? Achieving 
the volcanic island’s sense of self by other means: agonic, 
traces of fluid in the grooves. Catharsis by no-contest. 
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6. 
Because we have long been limiting our appreciation to those 
familiar with this procedure. Because we emphasise the senses. 
The leaves one-by-one, shed their privilege and wilt, clinging to 
every vein, offering skeletal transcripts to diagnose sincerity: 
a leafy mass or multiplicity? A golden showdown, a seam 
isolating the head and its gloatings of proportion, its separation 
from the body. State and Church. Foundational paralysis. 
We speak of Europe as an Asian peninsula. Inverse discoverings. 
The tip of the odalisk’s nose. The heady imaginings of high altitudes. 
A dupe & his accomplices. Trade routes. Trade in antiquities. 
Ironic? Wide open? Sealed? The packing cases full of straw. 
Creating only illusions: the hand-sized vessel spilling oil, 
a stranger obsessed with the fine detail, 
coming towards us in the dark. 
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5. 
Any building will do, tiered, ducted, virtual-proof. Cloud-columns 
Take a load off their feet. Brandishing 
A star chart or calendar, zodiacs of arrested post-production: 
Slabs drawn from quarries, chiselled to fit the underwriter. % points 
Suppress the urgency. "Marginal" as old-hat now as 
Stonemasons, hawsers, the veritable chopping-block. Rule of thumb: 
Calculate via differentials, integrate backwash. Dig the 
Soft foundations. Inflatable 
Stadiums, half-geodesic half-styrofoam coffee cup. De rigeur. 
Installations. Mounds. Compounds. The looped video-tape 
Efficacy of interiors. Two-way wallpaper widgets. Genius 
Plots Legoland in Revamped Siberian Gulag! Sub-vectors & linear 
Span. Fracking the street-cred mileage, subterranean. 
Caveat emptor? Sex Pistols free with every Jubilee handbag. 
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4. 
Purely conceptual. Blocked by perspective. 
The subject matter. Nominal but rarely minimal. 
Things and states of affairs. Pronouncements and conventions. 
Suppose the following hypothesis. Convocations and praiseworthiness. 
Social reality, like a river to the sea, like a mountain to a glacier 
A drift towards inertia. Flowing faster, against the grain. 
The task it sets itself to break the mould 
Is enormous. Plastered, it staggers like a rubicund burgher’s 
Objects per se. A warning to the awe-struck, 
But to communicate their downfall, 
Fully aware of the difficulty? All that neo posturing, 
A weird deadlock in the heavily stoned 
“Equilibrium market.” Delirium, 
Diagrams, algorithms. So say all of us. 
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3. 
Marble euphoria. Elgin knock-offs at rock-bottom! Genuine artefact: 
Take stock of pedestal. Mantle-piece Laocoöns for re- 
Engraving or brass rubbing. Place orders here. We specialise: 
Worship value-adds or plain utility. Obsolescence built-out, or: 
Statutory relapse. “If a man cannot live by his own exertions.” 
Singular dedication to the cause. Cellini as codeword for 
Massive download. More than mere paradigm, the stone dildo’s 
Corrosive piss-take – domesticated fertility rites of the bourgeoisie. 
Gather round. Today’s theme is INTERACTIVE. Joystick, 
A gift from that sovereign. Take the free virtual tour – 
Recycled as admass Botticelli, “Blonde Venus on Surfboard.” 
Ponderous, immovable, statuesque even, riding the 
Slipshod sublime – oil dollars and West Coast pipeline – 
From that ancient quarry in Egypt, imperial purple, Yves-Kleined. 
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2. 
The triumph of ‘Gesamtkunstwerk.’ Concentrated trauma 
Lulled by shopping paradises. 
Apollo’s lyre. Testament to resonance of glass cases. 
Surface vocations. Seismograph’s barrel rolling along. 
Style, material. Plastic forbearance. 
Flourishes of beaux-arts pomp. Railway bestiary’s 
Private dwelling. Water tampering with foundations 
Reduced to on-going health complications: 
Chemical analysis revealing new toxicities; 
Transpires to white. ENHANCED. LSD. 
Its paradox is testimony or testimonial 
Irreparably damaged. Taste-testing the restored surface 
Only a miracle can prevent it, or lift the halo from the canvas. 
Coming to an end. Mobile sold-off as windchimes. 
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1. 
Play the fluted column. Treasury of the consciousness of Man. 
Ring the emperors’ bells. The disappearing hat-trick. 
Replace chipped crockery. One copy among others. 
Animal furnishings. Will make nature obsolete? 
And so they cluster. Picture, fresco, miniature and stained-glass. 
Pantheon and auditorium. Museumed bric-a-brac. 
Lion array chase – onwards, filling the cabinets with 
Reflective glass javelins. The sketch for a categorical 
Mode of delivery. Beauties of history, etc. 
Beat to airy thinness. In former times – towers, pyramids 
Display a hoard. Chair-legs, cellar bolts, pharmacist’s pestles. 
Stock-take – object to label, series of objects to series of labels: 
Stone elbows, plaster of Paris, the gap-toothed Alexandrian 
Embrasure. Perhaps, historians a hundred years from now? 
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